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SPEED, DISTANCE AND TIME

A.  Interpret  Distance - Time Graphs.

Distance - time graphs should be discussed
with students using the example given opposite.

Point out that the ‘slope’ of the graph indicates
the speed of the vehicle.

The steeper the slope,  the faster the object.

To calculate speed:
Elicit from the students that to calculate
the speed of a vehicle, you have to determine
how far it travels in 1 hour  (or minute or second).

Example:  the car travelled 50 km in 1 hour the motorbike travelled 100 km in 1 hour
=>   its speed is 50 km/hr =>    its speed is 100 km/hr

Exercise 1 may now be attempted.

B.  Time Intervals

Work done at Standard Grade on time intervals could be revised.

Example:   How long is it from 10:45 am to 2:20 pm?

Method 1:    

  10:45 am     —>    11:00 am    —>     2:00 pm     —>     2:20 pm

If wished, this alternative method could be shown:
Method 2: hrs mins

14 20  (in 24 hour format!)
10 45
3 35

This example could also be used:
A ship leaves harbour at 10:50 pm and it arrives next morning at 6:15 am. 
How long was the trip?

  10:50 pm     —>    midnight    —>     6:00 am     —>     6:15 am

Exercise 2 may now be attempted.
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C.  Speed

Using easy values, it should be discussed how ‘speed’ is calculated given distance and time 
taken.

For example: If it takes me 2 hours to travel the 80 miles to Dundee
=> In 1 hour I would travel only 40 miles
=> My speed must be 40 m.p.h.   (miles per hour).

This should lead to            SPEED  =   

Units, such as km/hr, metres/sec etc. should be discussed.

Exercise 3A, questions 1 to 3, may be attempted.

It should be emphasised that 2 hours 15 minutes is not entered into the calculator as 2·15 hours.

These examples can be used to illustrate this:

1 hour 30 mins = 11/2 hrs = 1·5 hours

2 hours 15 mins = 21/4 hrs = 2·75 hours

      45 minutes =   3/4 hr = 0·75 hours

Example: I drive 90 kilometres in 2 hour and 45 minutes. Calculate my
average speed.

SPEED  =                       =                      =                   =   40 km/hr

Exercise 3A, questions 4 to 6, may be attempted.

Time

Using easy values, it should be discussed how ‘time’ is calculated given distance and the speed.

For example: If I travel the 80 miles to Dundee at an average speed of 40 m.p.h
   => It will take me  80 ¸ 40 hours to complete the journey
   => My time taken is therefore 2 hours.

This should lead to           TIME  =   

Some simple examples should now be shown to students .

Exercise 3B may now be attempted.
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Distance

Using easy values, it should be discussed  how ‘distance’ is calculated given speed and time.

For example: If I travel at an average speed of 40 m.p.h for 2 hours 
   => I will cover a distance of (2 x 40) miles
   => I will have travelled 80 miles.

This should lead to            DISTANCE  =   SPEED  x  TIME

Some simple examples should now be shown to students .

Exercise 3C may now be attempted.

The Time – Distance – Speed Triangle could be given as an help.

The checkup exercise may now be attempted.
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